Long-range transport of black carbon (BC) is a growing concern as a result of the efficiency 20 of BC in warming the climate and its adverse impact on human health. We study transpacific 21 transport of BC during HIPPO-3 using a combination of inverse modeling and sensitivity 22 analysis. We use the GEOS-Chem chemical transport model and its adjoint to constrain Asian 23 BC emissions and estimate the source of BC over the North Pacific. We find that different 24 sources of BC dominate the transport to the North Pacific during the southbound (29 March 25 2 2010) and northbound (13 April 2010) measurements in HIPPO-3. While biomass burning in 1 Southeast Asia (SE) contributes about 60% of BC in March, more than 90% of BC comes 2 from fossil fuel and biofuel combustion in East Asia (EA) during the April mission. 3 GEOS-Chem simulations generally resolve the spatial and temporal variation of BC 4 concentrations over the North Pacific, but are unable to reproduce the low and high tails of 5 the observed BC distribution. We find that the optimized BC emissions derived from inverse 6 modeling fail to improve model simulations significantly. This failure indicates that 7 uncertainties in BC removal as well as transport, rather than in emissions, account for the 8 major biases in GEOS-Chem simulations of BC over the North Pacific. 9
snow/ice surfaces, BC causes additional climate warming by reducing surface albedo and 1 accelerating snow/ice melting (Fiore et al., 2012) . Through these various pathways, BC is 2 estimated to have contributed significantly to global warming and to have affected both global 3 and regional climate (Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008) . Recently, the climate forcing of 4 BC has been estimated to be +1.1 W· m -2 , making BC the second most important 5 anthropogenic climate forcer after carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) (Bond et al., 2013) . Besides its 6 warming effects, BC is also a potent pollutant that adversely impacts air quality, visibility and 7 human health (Highwood and Kinnersley, 2006). 8
Intercontinental transport of BC is increasingly of concern as a result of its great effect on 9 climate change and air quality. However, large uncertainties remain in modeling global 10 transport of BC and previous studies show large spatial-temporal differences between 11 simulated and observed BC concentrations. Despite large inter-model differences in simulated 12
BC concentrations, models generally overestimate BC in the mid-upper troposphere in the 13 tropics and mid-latitudes, but underestimate BC in the lower and middle troposphere at high 14 latitudes compared to aircraft measurements (Fan et including BC emissions and the parameterizations of BC aging, wet removal, and dry 17 deposition processes (Liu et al., 2011) . 18 Uncertainty in emission inventories has been shown to contribute significantly to the biases in 19 BC modeling (Hakami et al., 2005) . BC is emitted from incomplete combustion of fossil fuels 20 and biofuels. Many factors contribute to this uncertainty in bottom-up inventories, such as BC 21 emission factors, activity data, burned area, and combustion completeness (Bond et al., 2013) . deposition and wet deposition significantly affect model results (Liu et al., 2011) . Freshly 28 Office (GMAO) (Bey et al., 2001 ). Here we use the GEOS-Chem model (version 9-01-03) 1 with a horizontal resolution of 2° latitude by 2.5° longitude and 47 vertical layers to simulate 2 BC concentrations for March and April 2010, following six months of spin-up. BC 3 simulations in GEOS-Chem have been evaluated over the United States using surface 4 measurements from the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments 5 (IMPROVE) network (Park et al., 2003) and over the Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau 6 using wet deposition flux measurements (Kopacz et al., 2011) . The simulation of BC in 7 GEOS-Chem has been discussed by Park et al. (2003) and Park et al. (2005) ; here we describe 8 the key features of the BC simulation, as they pertain to this study. 9 We use the Bond et al. including contributions from scavenging in convective updrafts, rainout from convective 16 anvils, and rainout and washout from large-scale precipitation, is applied only to hydrophilic 17 BC. Dry deposition is implemented following a standard resistance-in-series scheme as 18 described by Wang et al. (1998) . Dry deposition is not important for fine aerosols (Park et al., 19 2005 ) and is small compared to wet deposition in BC simulation (Park et al., 2003) . In 20 GEOS-Chem, the global annual mean dry deposition velocity for BC is 0.1 cm s -1 , which is 21 typical of current models (Wang et al., 2011) . 22
The GEOS-Chem adjoint model derives from the GEOS-Chem forward model and is March) and northbound (13 April) measurements in HIPPO-3 respectively and compute the 8 emission contributions to BC concentrations in the observation domain at the time of the two 9 HIPPO-3 flights. We also use the adjoint model to constrain Asian BC emissions with the 10 HIPPO-3 data, as described below. 11
Inverse modeling 12
Considering a general chemical transport model (CTM), for which the forward model can be 13 written as = ( ) + , where x is emissions, y is observed concentrations, F represents the 14 model and ε is the error term. Through inverse modeling, we can obtain the best estimate of 
where x a is a priori estimate of x with error ε a , S ε and S a are the observational and a priori 21 error covariance matrices. 22
The cost function is minimized using gradient: 23
The adjoint approach provides an efficient means of calculating this gradient when the 25 dimension of x is large. To apply the adjoint method to calculate ∇ ( ) over a time period The determination of the error covariance matrices S a and S ε is key to the inverse problem. In 5 this study, the error in fossil fuel and biofuel emissions is estimated to be 100% and the error 6 of biomass burning is estimated to be 200% (Bond et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2004) . 
Idealized transpacific BC transport model 17
We develop an idealized model to study the key factors governing transpacific transport of 18 BC. We assume that a fixed ratio  of freshly emitted BC is hydrophobic and parameterize the 19 aging process using a fixed e-folding time. In addition, we assume BC is removed solely by 20 several independent precipitation events and the effect of dry deposition is ignored. Thus, the 21 whole transport process can be simplified as 22
where C is the amount of BC transported to a certain domain, E is BC emission, N is the 24 number of precipitation events, T n is the time interval between BC emissions and the n th 25 precipitation, τ is the e-folding time of BC aging, and R n is the fraction of BC removed by the 1 n th precipitation. 2
In this study we assume that the BC sampled by HIPPO-3 may experience a number (N) of 3 distinct precipitation events after it is released from EA and SE, while in reality it is more 4 likely that there is continuous precipitation during mid-latitude transpacific transport. We also 5 put all BC emissions from different source regions at different times into one single variable 6 (E), while the time for transpacific transport of BC emitted at different times and locations is As a result of these uncertainties, our target is instead to explore the extent to which the 28 simulated BC biases are tied to the uncertainties in emissions. Although the parameters used 1 in the inverse modeling may affect the result, perturbation tests on the parameters used in 2 inverse modeling (e.g., assuming observational error to be 40% and increasing the prior error 3 by a factor of 10) do not yield much different optimized emissions. Since we constrain Asian 4 BC emissions with HIPPO data over the North Pacific, BC transport plays an important role 5 in the inversion and contributes to the uncertainty of our results. 6
Model simulated BC concentrations using the posterior emissions are shown in the right 7 column in Figure 2 . The model biases relative to HIPPO data decrease to some extent, but no 8 significant improvement in model simulations is found. The optimized BC emissions cannot 9 alter the spatial distribution of model results, which is inconsistent with observations, 10 especially in April. Despite having a variety of uncertainties, the inverse modeling result for 11 BC based on HIPPO-3 aircraft observations has some implications. Since optimizing the BC 12 emissions fails to reduce the simulation biases significantly, we conclude that uncertainties in 13 BC transport pose an important role to limit the capability of inverse modeling in optimization 14 of BC emissions. 15 
16

BC aging and wet deposition during transpacific transport 17
Wet deposition is the key process determining the efficiency of transpacific transport of BC 18 (Fan et al., 2012) , which is governed by the rate of BC aging and the frequency of 19 precipitation (Liu et al., 2011) . In this section, we evaluate the extent to which transpacific 20 transport of BC is tied to the aging process, and employ an idealized BC transport model 21 (Section 2.4) to explain this sensitivity. 22 biomass burnings), the aging process has a significant effect on simulated BC concentrations. 27
Sensitivity of the North Pacific BC to BC aging 23
A slower aging process results in higher BC concentrations, but using a different e-folding 1 time cannot change the vertical pattern of BC distribution. In most cases when the 2 mid-latitude BC over the North Pacific is dominated by anthropogenic sources (e.g., 40-50°N, 3 2-6 km, in March, see Figure 6b ), model simulations could be improved when assuming a 4 faster aging process (smaller than 10 h). Conversely, when most BC comes from biomass 5 burning in SE (e.g., 30-40°N, 2-4.6 km, see Figure 6a ), a larger e-folding time (larger than 2.5 6 d) may lead to improved agreement between model predicted and observed BC 7 concentrations. 8 the likelihood of removal of these aerosols has not been determined, and the fate of 27 carbonaceous aerosols is often controlled by the interaction with more hydrophilic species 28 (Petters et al., 2006) . Also, the oxidation aging of BC is also affected by ozone and water 29 vapor concentrations, resulting in long BC lifetimes in the tropical areas (Huang et al., 2013) . 1 The main pathway for hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic conversion of carbonaceous aerosols is 2 still unclear and further observations (e.g., the hygroscopicity of BC coating materials) are 3 needed to better understand the mechanism of the aging process. 4
It should be noted that in our study, neither modifications to the emissions (Figure 2) we focus on the fixed aging rate of BC in model simulations, but the processes mentioned 21 above should be addressed in future work. 22
Precipitation pattern during HIPPO-3 23
Along the path of transpacific transport, air masses originating in EA may experience one or 24 more major precipitation events. As shown in Eq. (3), the ratio of the time interval between 25 emissions and precipitation to the e-folding aging time determines the efficiency of wet 26 deposition of BC during transpacific transport. Given a fixed aging rate in the model, the 27 overall BC removal efficiency is thereby determined by the timing and removal efficiency of 28 precipitations. In this section, we use a series of model runs with different e-folding aging 1 times to determine the sensitivity of transpacific transport of BC during HIPPO-3 to the rate 2 of BC aging. We also employ an idealized BC transport model to explore the timing and 3 removal efficiency of major wet removal events during HIPPO-3. 4 Figure 8a shows total emission contributions from all Asian BC sources to BC over the North 5
Pacific for each sensitivity test on BC aging. More BC is transported to the North Pacific 6 when the aging process is slower, while the rate of increase in the BC contributions is not 7 linear (Figure 8b) . In both March and April missions of HIPPO-3, the effect of BC aging on 8 transpacific transport is greater when the e-folding time is small, with the aging process 9 having the largest effect at value of τ in the range of 1-1.5 d. As τ is assumed to be 1-2 d in 10 most models, it is critical to treat BC aging accurately, particularly over the source region, 11 when conducting analysis of long-range transport at mid-latitudes. 12
The timing of precipitation experienced by the Asian outflow is another factor affecting the 13 in the sensitivity runs as a function of the BC aging timescale (τ). We assume five major 16 precipitation events during the transpacific transport (i.e., N = 5) and find that the assumption 17 of N does not have a large impact on our conclusions when N > 5. We also assume 80% of BC 18 emitted is hydrophobic (i.e., α = 0.8), which is the same as the assumption in GEOS-Chem. 19 Figure 9 shows the fitting results in March and April missions, where y is the total BC 20 emission contributions and x is the inverse of the e-folding time (1/τ). When assuming 21 transpacific transport of BC is determined by the aging rate, the precipitation time, and the 22 fraction of BC removed by precipitation, our idealized BC transport model has satisfied fitting 23 precision (R 2 = 0.999) in both missions and can show some implications for general 24 precipitation and wet removal patterns during HIPPO-3. We derive the timing of each 25 precipitation (T n ) and the associated fractional BC removal (R n ) in Eq. (3) based on the 26 parameters (i.e., t n , A n , y 0 ) resolved in the fitting equation (see Figure 9) : 27
1 Table 1 shows the estimated time between BC emissions and removal by the n th precipitation 2 during HIPPO-3 (T 1-N ) and the corresponding BC removal efficiency (R 1-N Chemical aging of BC aerosols is found to be one of the most important processes controlling 10 transpacific transport of BC. As inferred from the source analysis and the sensitivity 11 simulations, BC from biomass burning may experience a slower aging process than 12
anthropogenic BC from fossil fuel and biofuel sources when monthly biomass burning 13 emissions are applied. In addition, using an idealized BC transport model, we find that the 14 mid-latitude air masses sampled during HIPPO-3 may have experienced a series of 15 precipitation events, particularly near the EA and SE source region. Consequently, BC 16 transport is highly sensitive to the aging rate when the aging process is fast. The effect of BC 17 aging peaks when the e-folding time is about 1-1.5 d, which is within the range assumed in 18 many models. As other processes in BC transport also have large uncertainties, future studies 19 should evaluate the effect of these processes, especially wet deposition near the source region, 20 on the long-range transport of BC. 21 
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